
UCIEA ExCom 
Meeting 02/07/2011 

 I. Meeting called to order by President Quilligan at 8:59 am and adjourned at 10:00.   
Present were: Ken Dumars, Bob Folkenflik, Dick Frank, Jeri Frederick, Barbara Hamkalo, Judy 
Horn, Ron Jevning, Stuart Krassner, Pam Lawrence, Sam McCulloch, Cal McLaughlin, Ron 
Miller, Garland Parten, Ted Quilligan, Marianne Schnaubelt, Marilyn Soley, and Jerry Tobis. 

 II. Minutes of Jan.10 – Dick noted that in XIII. the title of  our lecture series should be “Healthy 
to 100 and Beyond.”  With this amendment the Minutes were accepted. 

III. Ethics – Jerry: We recommend that the EA support making Full and Associate Professors of 
Health Sciences eligible for membership in the Senate of the School of Medicine. – Ted: This 
matter was discussed at the last CFW meeting.  Allan Hubbell noted the many privileges 
clinicians do not have and resultant dissatisfaction.  CFW recommended that at least some 
inequities be corrected – e.g., make provision for sabbatical leave.  -  Ron Jevning: Where does 
our proposal go? – Jerry: To ExCom of School of Medicine. – Cal: Rejected before, for 
economic issues: - Ted: What economic issues? – Cal: Sabbaticals, for example, cost a lot of 
money.  This proposal is a non-starter. – Ron Miller: I don’t know that sabbaticals are guaranteed 
by Senate bylaws. – Cal: We wanted to have a majority of non-Senate members on committees; 
that was denied.  – Jerry: The issue should be raised. - Ron: If adopted, it would probably require 
system approval. - Cal: Not probably; WILL. – Ron: Let’s see if the experiment is allowed. – 
Cal: This was proposed for Medical School ExCom; denied.  Jerry’s proposal affects 4-500 
people, and now money is short, recruitment suspended.  This is the wrong time. – Proposal 
moved by Ted and Ron Miller; passed by 7-1-4.  – Ted: This means it will be brought forward.  
At least the people involved will know we care. 

 IV. Committees – Ted: This item was suggested by Judy, and rightly. – Judy: We approved our 
new Bylaws in 2010.  When Ken and I were working on them we realized there has been no 
committee review since 2006.  So we made up a list, but it’s now outdated.  Membership and 
Nominating Com. included [IX.1].  Now we need to have committees appointed and recorded in 
the Minutes. – Ron Miller: They should also be on our website, so emeriti can know. – Barbara: 
We combined several committees, because so few willing to serve. – Judy: I move that Ted and 
Cal set up committees, report at next meeting.  Seconded by Ron and Barbara.  Ted: Good idea. 
Agreed. 

 V. Luncheon Table – Barbara: Last meeting we agreed to have a monthly table for emeriti at the 
Club, and I spoke to Dave Tomcheck about it.  He agreed to arrange it, and suggested it be on 
Thursdays. – Ted: Let’s make it first Thursdays. – Jeri: This would help make the organization 
known, attract new members. – Dick: Why not meet 10:30-12?  Then it would be quite natural to 
go over to the Club, and that would become the core of a group. -- Marianne: Put this on our 
bulletin board. – Ted: I’ll poll ExCom: “Should we meet first Thursdays 10:30-12?” 

 VI. Exit Interviews – Ted: Barbara, what has been decided? – Barbara: Don’t know yet.  I 
checked with Doug Haynes, head of Advance Program. – Ron Miller: Consult further.  Focus on 
confidentiality. NSF started this program to increase number of women and minorities in 
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sciences; now it’s in every school.  Grant ran out, but continues. – Barbara: Advance did one 
round of exit interviews in 2006.  Doug very interested in partnering with us; he has no staff.  I 
will talk to him further.  But confidentiality is not absolute; there are exceptions. – Ron: HR tried 
exit interviews.  Got very low response.  They used outside firm. Advance tried; did well.  Pam 
has told us [last meeting] that many excellent faculty in Medicine left, not given option of exit 
interviews. – Barbara: Where should results be sent?  Herb Killackey [Vice Provost] suggested 
that they be sent to him for action.  Confidentiality an issue. – Dick:  Ron Wilson explained to us 
how he avoided speaking to newspapers, to preserve confidentiality.  But I can’t remember how 
he managed that.  Someone should check with him.  

VII. Panunzio Award – Ted: Two good candidates: Hillis Miller and Fank Cancian.  Our 
committee decided Miller is the stronger. – Bob: Willy Schonfeld thinks Cancian stronger.  But 
Miller has published several books since retirement, received many awards, and lectures in 
China and elsewhere.  – Ron: Point of order.  We have an opportunity to nominate a candidate.  
Am I correct that it is the Provost who asks all depts. to make recommendations? --  Bob: 
Website description of Award gives role to Deans and “self-recommendation.”  Also local 
option.  UCLA made its nomination in November; we have received extension. – Jerry: Could 
we send two nominations? – Bob: Big mistake.  In past, Duncan Luce was also suggested but not 
nominated.  We should have a rep. from Soc. Sciences on committee. – Ron: Why don’t we 
accept our committee’s recommendation? – Jerry:  Is School of Arts also eligible [with Hum. 
& Soc. Sci.]?—Bob: Yes.  There are depts. in Arts which should be eligible.  But there has been 
opposition in UCLA, which has the central role.  I hope our committee will unanimously support 
Miller. – Ted: He is still active on campus, still accepts PhD students. –  Barbara: I move we 
support Miller; seconded by Pam. – Agreed. 

 VIII. Treasury – Stu: We have ca. $5,000. on hand.  Dues from 66 members.  Also to report: 
campus is now in negotiation with Belmont to build a retirement community. – Barbara: Who is 
handling negotiations?  I think it is not yet settled that negotiations have started.  We want to do 
a survey of emeriti.  I told that to Mike Arias, but there is no answer on that yet. – Ron: Belmont 
has already focused on UCI.  Inform admin. that all Belmont’s slides have “UCI” on them, as if 
we endorsed them. – Barbara: I will make it clear that we have not endorsed Belmont’s proposal. 

 IX. CFW Update – Ted: As mentioned before, Allan Hubbell recommended that we discuss 
membership of clinicians in Senate.  But Bill Parker will not support membership.  He will, 
however, ask Medical School to consider dealing with major inequities: sabbaticals, housing.  – 
Note that we have a College of Health Sciences. – Ron: Medical School wants to change the 
College’s name.  And nursing does not want to be in Medical School; wants a School of Nursing, 
and also wants a Vice Chancellor for Health Affairs.  At present that position is held in effect by 
EVC Gottfredson. Right now the Medical School deficit is so large it is prohibited from hiring.  
Possibly we will drop the School entirely.  Deficit now is $32 millions. – Cal: Lots of money is 
flowing in all directions.  Billing is very complicated – Ron: Rather, inadequate! – Cal:  It’s hard 
to understand the system. – Ted: Medical School has run a deficit for 15 years. – Cal: Jerry wants 
to admit 400-500 clinicians to Senate.  Who employs them?  That is not clear!  Last time it was 
clear was when L. E. Cox was here [L. E. Cox was hired in 1964, retired in 1978, died in 2008 at 
94]. --Pam: What is the situation in other universities? – Cal: Schools of Medicine are a great 
asset.  Bring in lots of money. – Ted: Many medical schools do well.  Key has been hospitals 
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making money.  But now  hospitals won’t make money.  Dick: Why? – Ted: Huge subsidy from 
the State will be stopped. 

 X. Newsletter – Bob:  Date for next issue is Feb. 21.  Send in news items a.s.a.p.  I want to 
include an item on table at Club. – Barbara: On first page. – Bob: OK  -- Barbara: Let’s agree the 
table will be first Thursday in March [=March 3]. – Agreed. 

XI. Retirees – Ron: I’m very impressed by the brochure from Retirees, put out by Marianne.  – 
Marianne: I had lots of help.  We owe a huge debt to Jeri and Diane Hall in HR and student 
interns.  They designed the brochure. – Next Day Fliers company worked with students, gave us 
a great deal.  You will notice that the Chancellor’s Reception will be April 15, beginning 3:30. – 
Jeri: Students were very helpful.  Re Reception: I told Mike Arias we need money for it. 

As I expected, he didn’t know our budget was cut in half.  So now he is ready to think about 
paying for the reception.  All this info will go to Bob for Newsletter. 

XII. OLLI – Jeri: Here is the Forum program.  Note that on April 25 there will be a lecture on 
dangerous drugs, and on May 17 & 24 a 2-session course on stem cell research, including 
treatment of Alzheimer’s.  That too will be in Newsletter. 

  

Adjourned at 10:40 

                                                                                    Respectfully submitted, 

                                                                                    Richard Frank, secretary 
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